Quality Point-of-Purchase

Footpath Windvanes

The WarpFive WindVane is an internationally patented, wind-driven outdoor rotating sign system.
Launched over 14 years ago, the WindVane has been developed and consistently improved upon to
provide high quality, longevity and value. With over 50 000 units sold into Europe, USA, Australia,
Africa and Asia, the WarpFive WindVane is recognised as a global leader in rotating signs.
Why Rotating Signs?

•

A rotating sign is far more visible
than a static flat sign due to the movement.

•

Rotating signs display twice the amount of
information as a static flat sign.

•
•

Increased visibility means increased sales.
Rotating signs break the clutter of static signs that
are found on many of our pavements.

Our rotating sign is aerodynamically designed to start rotating at
exceptionally low wind speeds and maintain low revolutions even at
higher wind speeds. More importantly to ensure pedestrian, property and
motor vehicle safety, all corners have large radiuses and the rotating
section is of a very low mass.
The Windvane is manufactured to European standards and is of a very
high quality. The rotating section is of composite construction with injection
moulded ABS trim, It is an exceptionally strong, light product, which has
an extended lifespan and is rust free.
The base is moulded in indestructible UV inhibited roto-cast plastic and
can be colour coded to the colour of your choice.
For extra stability the base is filled with water or sand once on site.
This design philosophy reduces the overall mass of the unit and saves
on transportation and handling. The design also allows for the base to be
separated from the spinning section during shipping, thus reducing costs.
A colour coded base adds to the overall visibility and impact of the sign
and assists in creating attention and maintaining a presence for your company.
The bearings are factory lubricated and do not require any maintenance. All replacement parts are available ex stock.
We can provide the units complete with graphics applied, or just the blank units if you prefer to work with your own signwriter.
Signage companies and resellers normally apply computer cut or digitally printed vinyl directly to the substrate.
To produce a truly professional finish the edging is quickly removed to allow digitally printed vinyl to be easily applied.

The windvane rotating sign is supplied
with the following:
•
Colour coded base
•
Colour coded side strips
•
ABS plastic capping strips
•
Composite rotating section ready for
vinyl appllication

Standard Colours.
On orders of 300+ we are able to
customise to any colour

Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Start by removing the 6
screws holding the unit
together.

Apply your digitally printed
vinyl to the unit. It is a good
idea to overprint slightly
and cut down to ensure a
seamless product.

Replace the capping strips
and side strips and fix
in place with the screws
removed in Step 1.
Fill base with water and
attach supplied pole.

Congratulations!
You have sucessfully
completed your
windvane.

Specifications - WindVane1250
Mass of rotating section:
Mass of Base & Pole:

2kg
4kg

Dimensions of rotating section:
Overall height of sign:

1000mm x 515mm x 80mm
1250mm

Specifications - WindVane1000
Mass of rotating section:
Mass of Base & Pole:

2kg
4kg

Dimensions of rotating section:
Overall height of sign:

750mm x 515mm x 80mm
1000mm
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